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The Get-Along Jar 
1 Purpose 

 To distract kids in the middle of an argument or silly bickering. 

 To provide an opportunity to do something together that requires teamwork. 

 To remind each other that they love each other and that life is too short to spend time 

arguing when they can spend more time having fun and doing kind things together. 

2 Materials 
 Jar or cup 

 Popsicle sticks 

 Strips of paper with get-along ideas 

 Scissors 

 Markers to decorate 

 Glue 

3 How to use 
 Introduce your kids to The Get-Along Jar.  Let them know that they are family and that they 

are called to love each other and work as a team and The Get-Along Jar is going to help 

remind them of that.  Ask them to brainstorm ideas of some things they can do together to 

have fun instead of fighting or you can just use the ideas from the website.   

 Have them help decorate the sticks as well as label and decorate the jar.  

 When fighting or arguing begins, walk over to the kids with The Get-Along Jar and assign one 

child to pick out a stick.  If you know your kids will argue over this, you pick out the stick for 

them.   

 Have the child read or you read what is on the stick and they must do that instead.   

 Encourage your kids to do things in The Get-Along Jar anytime they want too.  They can use 

The Get-Along Jar for ideas of things they can do show their family teamwork or to just have 

some fun together.  They don’t have to be in an argument to use The Get-Along Jar.  It’s for 

“all things teamwork.”   

 What a great way to refocus the kids on what is important—being kind and loving and 

working as a team! 

 Continue to teach about ways to get along and be kind even if The Get-Along Jar doesn’t 

work for you.   Sometimes just a simple “Can you please try that again?” can do the trick in 

responding to sibling rivalry.  Sometimes a little space away from each other can be helpful 

too.   
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